
INVERSE PROBLEMS IN X-RAY SCIENCE

STEFANO MARCHESINI

• overview of photon science

• inverse problems

• linear (under-determined): 
tomography

• non-linear: diffraction 
methods

• Inverse problems and the data 
deluge 
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Structure (atomic resolution for crystals)

Chemical structure

When new materials are discovered we want to know...

Dynamical evolution

Electronic properties
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X-RAY EXPERIMENTS

x-rays absorption/refraction

scattering/diffraction
(refraction)

fluorescence, 
electrons

X-ray interaction with matter

•wavelength ~atom size 
•penetration ~microns-m
•Energy: ~valence bands and up
•time: femtoseconds and longer

inelastic scattering3



APPLICATIONS OF X-RAY SCIENCE

•Solid state physics (spectroscopy: photoemission, inelastic 
scattering...)

•Biology (protein structures, cell imaging)
•Chemistry, Materials science (photovoltaics, batteries, catalysis, etc)
•Earth science
•Space science (stardust, metrology)
•Archeology
•Semiconductors (lithography, metrology)
•...
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ADVANCED LIGHT SOURCE SYNCHROTRON

Diffraction (~50%)

spectro-microscopy (~25%)

spectroscopy (~25%)

Experimental Techniques - 45 beamlines around the ALS

- covers a large range of science

 - structural biology

 - energy sciences

 - geo / environmental sciences

 - condensed matter physics

 - chemistry

 - materials science

 - EUV lithography

 - ………………….
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X-RAY EXPERIMENTS

x-rays absorption/refraction

scattering/diffraction
(refraction)

fluorescence, 
electrons

X-ray interaction with matter

•wavelength ~atom size 
•penetration ~microns-m
•Energy: ~valence bands and up
•time: femtoseconds and longer

inelastic scattering6



A. Lanzara

Angle resolved photoemission

DISCOVERY OF MATERIALS ELECTRONIC BAND 
STRUCTURE

Model

Solid state physics
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X-RAY EXPERIMENTS

x-rays absorption/refraction

scattering/diffraction
(refraction)

fluorescence, 
electrons

X-ray interaction with matter

•wavelength ~atom size 
•penetration ~microns-m
•Energy: ~valence bands and up
•time: femtoseconds and longer

inelastic scattering8



absorption

I(x) = I0(x)T (x)

Contrast mechanism

e�↵(x,z0)�z

absorption coefficient
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absorption 

wavefieldn = 1� � + i�
Ray optics

e�↵(x,z1)�ze�↵(x,z0)�z

Ray optics, thick sample

e�
P

i ↵(x,zi)�z

. . .

“Rythov approximation” log(

Iz
I0
) = �

X

i

↵(x, zi)�z

Iz
I0

= 1�
X

i

↵(x, zi)�zBorn approximation

I 0 = I0e
�↵(z)�z refraction 

E0 = E0e
n(z)�z
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ray optics

e�↵(x,z0)�z

absorption coefficient

measure
R
⇢(x, y)d⌧

Tomography

projection slice
F1D

R
⇢(x, y)d⌧ = F2D⇢(q⌧̂)

Fill out Fourier 
Slices IFT
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SHANNON WAS A PESSIMIST

Sparsifying algorithms
allow exact reconstruction 
from undersampled data

Candes, Romber, Tao (‘06)
 

Shannon theorem is worst case scenario

if we know that the signal is sparse (and other 
conditions)

Exact reconstruction using Total 
Variation norm (sparse gradient)

see talk by Rebecca Willett
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X-ray Microscopy the experiment

|ρ|2

Propagation Propagation

Lens

refractive index:
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X-ray Diffraction: optical Fourier transform

Propagation

Simple 
geometry
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X-RAY EXPERIMENTS

x-rays absorption/refraction

scattering/diffraction
(refraction)

fluorescence, 
electrons

X-ray interaction with matter

•wavelength ~atom size 
•penetration ~microns-m
•Energy: ~valence bands and up
•time: femtoseconds and longer

inelastic scattering15



NONLINEAR DATA ANALYSIS

Diffraction & phase retrieval
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TIMELINE

1905 Rontgen: x-ray imaging

1912 Bragg NaCl

1951 Pauling et al Alpha helix
stereochemistry+diffraction:
1 spot (5.1 A period)

1953 Watson & Crick DNA
stereochemistry+diffraction
10 spots

2012   ...

Diffraction pattern 
from a crystal
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rotate for 3D

Elastic scattering and Fourier space 

Each 2D measurement I(p) is a 
slice in Fourier space I(p)=|F(q)|2

III REAL SPACE AUTOINDEXING LBNL-4008E

cell (molecule), R
�

is the 3D rotation matrix of the un-
known object orientation, q a 3D vector that relates the
Bragg “reflection” on a two dimensional detector to a
point in a 3D Fourier space, J

o

is the incident photon
flux density (photons/pulse/area), r2

e

is the electron cross
section, P is a polarization factor, �⌦ is the solid angle
subtended by a detector pixel at the sample, the (h, k, l)
integer values are called Miller indices, (ĥ, k̂, l̂) identify
the Bravais lattice characteristic of the crystal periodic
structure, and S is the shape transform of the crystallite
finite dimensions. For large crystals, S is simply a Dirac
�-function. For a crystal made of a few unit cells, S is
broadened and may introduce an error in the location of
the reflection.

Each set of pixel coordinates on a detector placed at
a distance z

D

from the sample is p
i,j,zD = (p

i

x̂ + p

j

ŷ +
z

D

ẑ) and corresponds to a value of q in the 3D reciprocal
space according to the geometric description of elastic
scattering shown in Figure 1.

In this figure, k
in

and k

out

are the incident and scat-
tered wave vectors that satisfy |k

in

| = |k
out

| = k = 1/�,
where � is the wavelength of the x-ray. The direction
of k

in

and k

out

are the same as the direction of the
incident beam k

in

= k(0, 0, 1) and the outgoing beam
k

out

= kp̂

i,j,zD . The coordinates of a lattice point q

i,j

corresponding to p

i,j,zD satisfy

q

i,j

= k

out

� k

in

,

=
1

�

✓
(pi,pj ,zD)p
p

2
i+p

2
j+z

2
D

� (0, 0, 1)

◆
. (2)

The end point of the vector q lies on a 2D surface called
the Ewald sphere. This spherical surface of radius k in-
tersects the origin (q = 0 when p = (0, 0, z

D

)), and is
centered at (0, 0,�k) (while the origin of p

i,j,zD is at the
sample).

In traditional crystallography, the most common data
collection method is the rotation method in which the
di↵raction image is collected while rotating the sample,
i.e. varying R

�

in Eq. 1.
A small angular range of integration ensures that all

Bragg reflections are recorded while overlaps are min-
imized. The strength (measured intensity) and orienta-
tion of each Bragg reflection is estimated from the di↵rac-
tion geometry (including source divergence, bandwidth,
pixel size and angular average).

In x-ray crystallography, the term indexing refers to
the task of assigning the measured Bragg peaks to the
discrete locations (h, k, l) of a periodic lattice. Auto-
indexing uses the position of these peaks to deduce the
shape (ĥ, k̂, l̂) and orientation (R

�

) of the lattice, and to
identify the lattice coordinates (h, k, l) of each measured
peak.

It is accomplished in several steps.

• For the purpose of autoindexing, one can simply as-
sign the value of 1 to I(q

i,j

) for every peak above
a noise threshold. As a result, one obtains a 3D

map b(q) in the reciprocal space that contains the
values of either 1 or 0. Note that b(q) is only af-
fected by the content of a unit cell when |F (q)| is so
small that the reflection is not detected. Assuming
S(q) ' �(q), Eq. (1) becomes:

b(q) '
X

h,k,l

�

⇣
R

�

q� (hĥ+ kk̂+ l̂l)
⌘
, (3)

• Some type of computational analysis is performed
on the 3D map to ascertain the orientation and
the unit cell parameters of the crystal (R

�

, ĥ, k̂, l̂).
The analysis typically proceeds by making use of
Fourier transform and peak searches. An e�cient
algorithm that uses many 1D Fourier transform was
proposed in10,11. It is used in many existing autoin-
dexing software packages such as MOSFLM12. We
will provide details of these algorithms in the next
section, as this problem will be the focus of our
paper.

• Once the lattice vectors and orientation are deter-
mined, the lattice coordinates that overlap with the
Ewald sphere will provide the index of a reflection.
Multiple solutions due to mirror symmetries of the
lattice are generated. These solutions can be dis-
tinguished using the measured intensities.

Once the orientation and the unit cell parameters asso-
ciated with a crystal has been determined, one may then
proceed to estimate the intensities of the crystal, from the
di↵raction geometry (including source divergence, band-
width, pixel size and angular average). Finally, a phase
retrieval algorithm is used to recover the phase of the
Fourier transform and subsequently the 3D density map
of the crystal.
For the purpose of this paper, we will not discuss the

issues of structure factor determination or the phase re-
trieval problem. Instead, we will focus on the second
item of the autoindexing problem, how to determine the
lattice parameters and orientation.
Multiple solutions due to symmetries of the lattice (but

not of the crystal) will still have to be sorted out using
measured intensities. In this paper we do not address
this problem, which presents another challenge when at-
tempting to merge many thousand of low-signal snap-
shots.

III. REAL SPACE AUTOINDEXING

Most autoindexing algorithms search for peaks in real
space, by applying some form of 3D Fourier transform of
the binary reciprocal space map b(q).
If the region of q�space that was measured is large,

its 3D FT will provide the real space lattice. A simple
numerical thresholding may reveal the positions of the
3D lattice points in real space. They can subsequently

2

detector pixels

F (q) = F�(x)
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position
(real space)

momentum
(Fourier space)

sample

Find 

FT

Autocorrelation
(real space)

ρ

ψ(-x)* ψ(x)

Measureρ |Fρ|2

ρ(x)* ρ(-x)IFT

X-ray Diffraction:  the phase problem

F (q) = F�(x)

|Fρ|2
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SOLUTION IS NOT UNIQUE

homometric 
structures

ρ(x),  ρ(-x), ρ(x+Δx), eiΦ

translationflipidentity

ρ(x)=ρ1(x)*ρ2(x), 
ρ(x)=ρ1(x)*ρ2(-x) ρ1(x) ρ2(x)

ρ(x)

Bruck, Sodin (1979) Bates (1982) Hayes (1982)

homometric structures are rare 
(factorable polynomials are rare in 2D and 3D)

Trivial

phase

Find 
ρ 

Measure
|Fρ|2
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position
(real space)

sample

Find 

FT

ψ

Measure

ρ

|Fρ|2

Use 

X-ray Diffraction:  the phase problem
solution (1)

1946-51 (Gabor) Holography: introduce reference
ρ(x)* ρ(-x)

IFT

ρ(x)* δ
ρ(-x)* δ δ

reference
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position
(real space)

momentum
(Fourier space)

sample

Find 

FT

| Fρ |2

Measure

ρ |Fρ|2

IFT

X-ray Diffraction:  the sampling problem

Autocorrelation
(real space)

F (q) = F�(x)

ρ

ρ(-x)* ρ(x)

ρ ρ(-x)* ρ(x)

Sampling & aliasing
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Measure

Average over e.g. 
wavelength, rotation, 

crystallite

Find

q
sampling, e.g. Bragg 
condition, beamstop

Subject to: �(x) finite, sparse
or other prior

OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM

F (q) = F�(x)

I(q) = c
�
|F (q)|2

�
�(q)

�·⇥�(q)
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ITERATIVE METHODS

�(q)� O�(q)

Start with some guess

Real space constraint

Fit the data

F-transform

F-1 transform

projection onto a non-
convex set
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BRANCHES OF DIFFRACTION

Small molecule 
crystal

Diffraction

Direct methods
seeking sparsity

Small powder 
crystal 

protein crystal

Direct methods,
trial/error

Direct methods,
+maximum likelihood

+model refinment

+strong contrast 
atom

Solution
scattering

Monte carlo
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BRANCHES OF DIFFRACTION

Single particle 
diffraction

Diffraction

Non convex 
methods

(seeking compact 
object)

nanocrystallography microcrystal

orientation 
determination

(10^5 patterns)
model fitting

orientation 
determination
model fitting

scanning 
diffraction

L2 minimization
1011 unknowns
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I(q) = c|F (q)|2M(q)

Detector Mask

single particle

Sampling Schemes
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Single molecule CDI

I(q) = c|F (Rq)|2M(q)

Detector Mask
Unknown rotation

Sampling Schemes
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Protein crystal

I(q) = c|F (Rq)|2S(Rq)M(q)

Detector Mask
Bragg Sampling

Sampling Schemes
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Protein nano-crystals

I(q) = c|F (Rq)|2S(Rq)M(q)

Detector Mask
Bragg Sampling

Unknown rotation

Sampling Schemes
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Powder diffraction

I(q) = c
⌦
|F (q)|2S(q)

↵
|q| M(q)

Detector Mask
Bragg Sampling

average orientations

Sampling Schemes
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Solution  scattering

I(q) = c
⌦
|F (q)|2

↵
|q| M(q)

Detector Mask

average orientations

Sampling Schemes
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Laue diffraction

I(q) = c
⌦
|F (q)|2S(q)

↵
�(q)

M(q)

Detector Mask

average wavelengths
Bragg Sampling

Sampling Schemes

20.01.11 9Thomas White  CFEL, DESY Hamburg‒

Reciprocal Space
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Coherent diffractive imaging (1999)

Resolution extended 
by phasing alogirhtms

Coherent Diffraction

J. Miao, P. Charalambous, J. Kirz & D 
Sayre,Nature 400, (1999)
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Coherent Diffraction

S. Marchesini, H. He, H. N. Chapman et 
al. PRB 68, 140101(R) (2003),

iteratively shrinking 
the support

Ab-initio cohrent diffractive imaging

it is continually updated by thresholding the intensity of a
blurred version of the current estimate of the object under
reconstruction. Thresholding traces the boundary of the ob-
ject at a given intensity contour. The blurring acts to smooth
out noise and provides a form of regularization. In turn,
through the normal behavior of the HIO algorithm, the im-
proved support constraint gives rise to yet a better estimate
of the object. We find that this method is very stable, and
converges to the correct support and object for both simu-
lated and experimental x-ray-diffraction data. The algorithm
also successfully reconstructs complex objects !those that
cause large variations in the phase of the exit wave field in
two dimensions", which hitherto have been experimentally
difficult to reconstruct.8,9,13 This opens up the possibility of
image reconstruction from microdiffraction patterns, where
the illumination is tightly focused on the object.
Details of the algorithm are as follows. We start from the

autocorrelation function of the object. This real-space map,
obtained by Fourier transforming the diffraction pattern, dis-
plays all ‘‘interatomic’’ vectors, with peaks for all vectors
between isolated objects, shifted to a common origin. It con-
tains many more peaks than the object, and, even for an
acentric object, possesses a center of inversion symmetry.
Since the object must fit within the autocorrelation function,
our first estimate of the support is a mask obtained from this
function using a contour at the 4% intensity level. Both the
correct object density and its centrosymmetric inversion fit
within this initially centric mask, however, inversion symme-
try is progressively lost as the algorithm converges. We then
apply the HIO algorithm with feedback parameter #!0.9
and the real-space support given by the calculated mask. We
obtain the part of the diffraction pattern covered by a central
beam stop from the transform of the current estimate of the
object. Low-frequency components are treated as free param-
eters. Every 20 iterations we convolve the reconstructed im-
age !the absolute value of the reconstructed wave field" with
a Gaussian of width $ !full width at half maximum of
2.3548$) to find the new support mask. The mask is then
obtained by applying a threshold at 20% of its maximum.

The width $ is set to 3 pixels in the first iteration, and re-
duced by 1% every 20 iterations down to a minimum of 1.5
pixels. Similarities of the original Gerchberg-Saxton algo-
rithm with the ‘‘solvent flattening’’ method suggest that this
method could be extended to crystallography.
We have tested the method using two-dimensional experi-

mental data as well as two- and three-dimensional sets of
simulated data. The experimental soft x-ray transmission dif-
fraction pattern from two clusters of gold balls of 50
"5 nm diameter deposited on a silicon nitride window was
recorded at the Advanced Light Source at the Lawrence Ber-
keley Laboratory, using soft x rays with a wavelength of 2.1
nm.21,22 In Fig. 1 we present the experimental diffraction
pattern and the sequence of images produced by the algo-
rithm as it converges. As shown in the first step, the algo-
rithm starts with a support mask with perfect inversion sym-
metry. After a few iterations the symmetry is broken. First,
one of the three regions of the mask disappears, and then the
support envelope shrinks progressively around the gold ball
objects. Finally, a stable solution showing excellent agree-
ment with a scanning electron microscope image of the same
object is obtained. The solution also agrees well with a pre-
vious reconstruction by a different method.21 Note that we
would not expect a perfect match between the electron and x
ray images, since image formation processes are different for
electrons and x-rays. Repeated computational trials have all
shown the same degree of convergence to the correct image
or its centrosymmetric inversion. Although after a few hun-
dred iterations the algorithm always converged to the correct
image !independent of the initial random choice of phases",
as iterations were carried further both the support and the
image show arbitrary displacements due to the translational
invariance of the solution.
To further assess the validity of the algorithm we have

tested it on several sets of simulated diffraction patterns from
gold spheres and gray-scale images. The simulations all in-
clude noise and the loss of data due to a central beam stop.
They show that the algorithm is successful to the same de-
gree as the standard HIO algorithm with tight support. As

FIG. 1. Image reconstruction from an experimental x-ray-diffraction pattern. !a" X-ray diffraction pattern of a sample of 50-nm colloidal
gold particles, recorded at a wavelength of 2 nm. !b–e" shows a sequence of images produced by the algorithm as it converges. Number of
iterations: 1 !b", 20 !c", 100 !d", and 1000 !e". The reconstruction progresses from the autocorrelation function in !b" to an image in !e" with
a steady improvement of the support boundary !shown at the bottom of each frame". For comparison, a scanning electron micrograph of the
object is shown in !f". The scale bar length is 300 nm and the resolution of our reconstructed image is about 20 nm.

RAPID COMMUNICATIONS

S. MARCHESINI et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 140101!R" !2003"

140101-2

Set of all objects 
that have 
measured 
diffraction 

support+
=

35

Find sparsest 
solution

that fits the data



H. N. Chapman, A. Barty, S. Marchesini, 
et al.   JOSAA 23, 1179-1200 (2006)

THREE DIMENSIONAL CDI

•Established 
  billion-element phasing

•15 nm resolution

Diffraction data
ab-initio
Reconstruction

Coherent Diffraction
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IT DOESN’T ALWAYS WORK
•Support determination algorithms (shrinkwrap) are not 
robust
•Even with simulated data, reconstruction is not guaranteed.
•Missing data is a main source of problem

|| 
[P

m
-I]

 ρ
||2 /|

| ρ
0 
||2

HIO

conjugate gradient

target

4

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

(j) (k) (l)

(m) (n) (o)

(p) (q) (r)

Fig. 2. Top row: (a) Original object, (b) Fourier magni-
tude (c), autocorrelation. In the successive rows, Fourier
mask (left), autocorrelation from masked Fourier ampli-
tudes (center), recovered autocorrelation using ⌅1 mini-
mization (right). Fourier masks: (d) limited angles (g)
random (j) Bragg (m) random Bragg (p) rradial average
-oblique unit cell.

Table 1. Summary of various algorithms

Algorithm Iteration ⇤(n+1) =

ER PsPm⇤(n)

SF RsPm⇤(n)

HIO

(
Pm⇤(n)(r) r ⇥ S

(I � �Pm)⇤(n)(r) r /⇥ S

DM
{I + �Ps [(1 + ⇥s) Pm � ⇥sI ]

� �Pm [(1 + ⇥m) Ps � ⇥mI ]}⇤(n)

ASR 1
2 [RsRm + I ]⇤(n)

HPR 1
2 [Rs (Rm + (� � 1)Pm)

+I + (1� �)Pm ]⇤(n)

RAAR
ˆ

1
2� (RsRm + I) + (1� �)Pm

˜
⇤(n)

The charge flipping algorithm replaces the thresholding
operation by with an operator that moves twice as far.

⇥(n+1) = PmP(�,⇥1,2)⇥
(n)

Amongst other known de novo algorithms we find the
charge flipping algorithm [? ] quite e�ective for non-
negative real sparse signals. While in the words of the
authors, “it is surprising that it works at all”, this sim-
ple algorithm has produced atomic resolution structure
determination from radially averaged powder data. re-
placing significantly more sophisticated ones to solve pre-
viously unknown structures []. In appendix we describe
the mechanism that this algorithm utilizes to determine
atomic positions.

However we are interested in an algorithm that is more
general than this for reasons that will become apparent in
the following section. In particular we need an algorithm
that is robust against the relaxation of the positivity of
the object, and the change of basis used to describe the
object.

The algorithms tested include: HIO[? ], SF[], DM[?
], HPR[24] and RAAR[? ] (see [? ] for a review). We
tested algorithms based on these ideas for increasingly
complex PR problems. First an algorithm has to be sta-
ble around the solution. If perturbed from the solution,
it should go back or at least not diverge much from it.
Perturbations tested included: distributed noise, “salt
and pepper” noise and a single large extra charge added
to the structure. Secondly, it should converge to the so-
lution starting from an arbitrary set of phases for a large
number of atoms.

The following outperformed all others:

S1 = |Pmg � g| > ⇤1,

S2 = |Pmg| > ⇤2

gn+1 = (S1&S2)(Pmgn) + (1� S1)(gn)� �Pmgn;(8)

where ⇤2 is equal to either ⇤1 or 0. If positivity can
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WHAT FIX-POINT ITERATIONS 
WORK BEST?

4

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

(j) (k) (l)

(m) (n) (o)

(p) (q) (r)

Fig. 2. Top row: (a) Original object, (b) Fourier magni-
tude (c), autocorrelation. In the successive rows, Fourier
mask (left), autocorrelation from masked Fourier ampli-
tudes (center), recovered autocorrelation using ⌅1 mini-
mization (right). Fourier masks: (d) limited angles (g)
random (j) Bragg (m) random Bragg (p) rradial average
-oblique unit cell.

Table 1. Summary of various algorithms

Algorithm Iteration ⇤(n+1) =

ER PsPm⇤(n)

SF RsPm⇤(n)

HIO

(
Pm⇤(n)(r) r ⇥ S

(I � �Pm)⇤(n)(r) r /⇥ S

DM
{I + �Ps [(1 + ⇥s) Pm � ⇥sI ]

� �Pm [(1 + ⇥m) Ps � ⇥mI ]}⇤(n)

ASR 1
2 [RsRm + I ]⇤(n)

HPR 1
2 [Rs (Rm + (� � 1)Pm)

+I + (1� �)Pm ]⇤(n)

RAAR
ˆ

1
2� (RsRm + I) + (1� �)Pm

˜
⇤(n)

The charge flipping algorithm replaces the thresholding
operation by with an operator that moves twice as far.

⇥(n+1) = PmP(�,⇥1,2)⇥
(n)

Amongst other known de novo algorithms we find the
charge flipping algorithm [? ] quite e�ective for non-
negative real sparse signals. While in the words of the
authors, “it is surprising that it works at all”, this sim-
ple algorithm has produced atomic resolution structure
determination from radially averaged powder data. re-
placing significantly more sophisticated ones to solve pre-
viously unknown structures []. In appendix we describe
the mechanism that this algorithm utilizes to determine
atomic positions.

However we are interested in an algorithm that is more
general than this for reasons that will become apparent in
the following section. In particular we need an algorithm
that is robust against the relaxation of the positivity of
the object, and the change of basis used to describe the
object.

The algorithms tested include: HIO[? ], SF[], DM[?
], HPR[24] and RAAR[? ] (see [? ] for a review). We
tested algorithms based on these ideas for increasingly
complex PR problems. First an algorithm has to be sta-
ble around the solution. If perturbed from the solution,
it should go back or at least not diverge much from it.
Perturbations tested included: distributed noise, “salt
and pepper” noise and a single large extra charge added
to the structure. Secondly, it should converge to the so-
lution starting from an arbitrary set of phases for a large
number of atoms.

The following outperformed all others:

S1 = |Pmg � g| > ⇤1,

S2 = |Pmg| > ⇤2

gn+1 = (S1&S2)(Pmgn) + (1� S1)(gn)� �Pmgn;(8)

where ⇤2 is equal to either ⇤1 or 0. If positivity can

arXiv:physics/0603201
arXiv:0809.2006

�(q)� O�(q)
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DATA DELUGE OPPORTUNITIES

More of the same
• more samples, more theory
• faster

Reduction
• Reduce multi-frame data into higher resolution, higher 

contrast (SNR) images, volumes or movies.

• Examples: ptychography, (nanocrystallography, single 
molecule, A. Barty talk)

Statistical inference
(Sparse modeling)

recovering a small number of most 
relevant variables in high-dimensional data

Brighter x-rays, faster 
detectors
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ptychography:
combine scanning microscopy with diffraction

diffraction data

Scalable augmented operators for ptychographic imaging

February 17, 2012

Abstract

Ptychography promises di↵raction limited resolution without the need for high reso-
lution lenses. To achieve high resolution one has to solve the phase problem for many
partially overlapping frames. Here we introduce an augmented linear projection operator
to increase the convergence rate of iterative methods for large scale problems. Numerical
tests indicate that this operator enables higher rate and more robust convergence using
standard algorithms as well as the ability to correct intensities fluctuations for small and
large scale problems.

1 Introduction

An emerging imaging technique in X-ray science is to use a localized probe to collect multiple
di↵raction measurements of an unknown moving object. This technique called ptychography
enables to achieve higher resolution and extended depth of focus compared to lens based
methods [refs]. With increase frame rate of modern x-ray detectors, ptychography promises
to revolutionize x-ray imaging, however in the absence of quasi-real-time analysis, the utility
of this new technique is greatly reduced. As we describe in this paper, convergence rate of
iterative methods may be slow for large problems.

Here we will summarize the ptychographic problem following the notation of Yang et al.
??. In a ptychography experiment, a two dimensional small beam with distribution w(r) of
dimension m⇥m illuminates an unknown object of interest  ̂(r+x). For simplicity we consider
square matrices, generalization to non-square matrices can also be considered. One collects
a sequence of k di↵raction images a

2
x

(q) of dimension m ⇥ m as the position x of the object
is rastered. Each frame a

x

represents the magnitude of the discrete two dimensional Fourier
transform F of w(r) ̂(r + x):

a

x

(q) =
���Fw(r) ̂(r + x)

��� , r = rm,q = 2⇡
r m (1)

Ff =
X

r

e

iq·r
f(r), m = (µ, ⌫) , µ, ⌫ = (0 . . . m � 1),

with r is a lengthscale, and the sum over r is given on all the indices m ⇥ m of r.
As x is rastered around, r + x spans a grid of dimension n ⇥ n, n > m. We denote Q

x

as an m

2 ⇥ n

2 “illumination matrix” that extracts a frame containing m ⇥ m pixels out of an
image  ̂ containing n ⇥ n pixels, and multiplies the frame by the illumination function w(r):

w(r) ̂(r + x) = Q

x

(r) ̂ = ẑ

x

(r), Q

x

(r) = w(r)eix@r .

Here ẑ

x

is an intermediate variable describing individual frames that we introduce for convi-
nence.
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Scanning Diffractive imaging

data

pixels, and multiplies the frame by the illumination function w(r):

w(r) ̂(r+ x) = Q
x

(r) ̂ = ẑ
x

(r), Q
x

(r) = w(r)eix@r .

Here ẑ
x

is an intermediate variable describing individual frames that we introduce for convenience.
In the following, we introduce k sequences of various matrices as follows

a =

0

B@
a1
...
ak

1

CA , Q =

0

B@
Q1
...

Qk

1

CA , ẑ =

0

B@
ẑ1
...
ẑk

1

CA , F =

0

B@
F

. . .
F

1

CA (2)

and rewrite (Eq. 1) as a = |FQ ̂|, or using the intermediate variable ẑ as:

a = |F ẑ|, (3)

ẑ = Q ̂, (4)

referred to as two feasibility problems called Fourier magnitude and overlapping illumination problems re-
spectively. The ptychographic reconstruction problem consists in finding  ̂ knowing a, Q. Many iterative
methods introduce an intermediate variable z, and attempt to solve the two problems in Eqs. (3,4) using
projection algorithms, iterative transform methods, or alternating direction methods citeZWen.

It has been observed that if there is significant overlap among di↵erent areas of illumination, phase
information can be obtained more reliably by solving a constrained optimization problem that couples
all di↵raction patterns, and more research is needed to extend this technique to 3D. It is also important
to develop a problem formulation and solution scheme that can account for multiple scattering e↵ects,
experimental noise, drifts, intensity fluctuation, imprecise probe or depth positions, unknown illumination
fluctuation among di↵erent frames, correlated detector noise and non-uniform sampling simultaneously.
Although the problem can be formulated as a constrained optimization problem, neither the nonlinear
objective function nor the constraint is convex. Recently a number of new approaches have been proposed to
address this challenging problem. In one approach, the phase retrieval problem is formulated as augmented
Lagrangian feasibility problem and solved by an alternation direction method (ADM) widely used in the
numerical optimization community (cite the ADM paper.) It has been shown that ADM can significantly
reduce the number of iterations compared to other algorithms. Alternatively, a recently proposed approach,
known as lifting, relaxes the phase retrieval problem into a convex matrix completion problem, which can
be made computationally feasible via low rank matrix approximations. While this lifting approach has been
shown to be valid with the use of a restrictive class of random masks, its e↵ectiveness for ptychography
measurements has yet to be studied.

Nanocrystallography and Single Particle Imaging
The traditional method of achieving atomic resolution of molecules in imaging is x-ray crystallography,

where one arranges the desired molecule to be imaged into a periodic crystal structure and collects di↵raction
images of the crystal at several di↵erent rotations. The intensity of the pixels in a di↵raction image measure
the magnitude of the 3D Fourier transform of the electron density of the sample along a spherical slice in
frequency space, whose curvature depends on the known beam wavelength and distance to the detector.
Due to the translational property of the Fourier transform, the periodic structure of the crystal induces the
formation of several sharp bright spots of intensity, known as Bragg peaks. The intensiy values at these
peaks are used to ultimately invert the data and reconstruct the electron density of the molecule.

While x-ray crystallography has been able to successively image the structure of a large number of
molecules, crystallization is a di↵cult process and may not be amenable to all types of molecules, e.g.
heterogenous samples. The next generation of beamline equipment will allow one to collect di↵raction
images of nanocrystals and even single molecules, which are delivered to the beam through either an air
or liquid jet. Alternatively, a technique known as cryo-EM uses transmission electron micrscopy to image
individual particles suspended in vitreous ice. These imaging techniques allow for small scale imaging while
bypassing the crystallization requirement. However, these approaches introduce several complications to the
both the data retrieval and 3D reconstruction processes. The level of radiation used in these techniques
is large enough to destroy the particles after a single image has been taken. Since a single 2D image is
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Figure 1: Forward ptychographic problem: di↵raction data ai is related to the unkown object
to reconstruct  by a = |FQ ̂|. The intermediate variable zi describing individual frames is
used in many iterative methods [9].

In the following, we introduce k sequences of various matrices as follows

a =

0

B@
a1
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ak

1

CA , Q =

0

B@
Q1
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Qk

1

CA , ẑ =

0

B@
ẑ1
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CA , F =

0

B@
F
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F

1
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and rewrite (Eq. 1) as a = |FQ ̂|, or using the intermediate variable ẑ as:

a = |F ẑ|, (3)

ẑ = Q ̂, (4)

referred to as two feasibility problems called Fourier magnitude and overlapping illumination
problems respectively. The ptychographic reconstruction problem consists in finding  ̂ knowing
a, Q. Many iterative methods introduce an intermediate variable z, and attempt to solve
the two problems in Eqs. (3,4) using projection algorithms, iterative transform methods, or
alternating direction methods [10].

In the following section we will describe the standard operators commonly used in the
literature. In section 3 we will introduce an intermediate variable ci, replacing Eq. (4) with
cizi = Qi , i = (1, . . . , k). The linear projection operator corresponding to the augmented
problem is computationally more intensive than for (Eq. 8), and speed may not always improve.
However the benefits of introducing this augmented problem are the following:

• Intensity fluctuation introduced by instabilities in the storage ring, optics etc, are given
by the coe�cients ci and their e↵ect can be removed (see Fig. 5).

• Accelerated convergence per iteration (Fig.4). A heuristic interpretation is that long
range phase fluctuations are poorly constrained by standard projection operators, result-
ing in degraded convergence rate for large scale problems.

• Parallelization strategies divide the problem in subreconstruction regions and reduce
communications between subreconstructions. Constant phase factors multiplying subre-
constructions may evolve independently, and solving c is required when merging subre-
constructions.

2

unknown

2 Standard Projection algorithms

The Fourier magnitude projection PF is used to ensure that the frames satisfy measurements
in Eq. (3). PF can be expressed as:

PF z = F ⇤ F z

|F z| · a. (5)

where F ⇤ is the inverse Fourier transform operator. PF is a projection in the sense that

PF z = arg min
z̄

kzi � z̄ik, subject to |F z̄| = a, (6)

where k k denotes the Euclidian norm. The overlap projection operator PQ is used to enforce
the known set of illuminations Q:

PQz = Q min, where  min = arg min
 

kz � Q k2, (7)

where z, Q are the set of frames and set of illuminations respectively. The running estimate
of the unkown solution  ̂ is obtained by solving the least squares problem in Eq. (7):

 min = (Q⇤
Q)�1

Q

⇤z. (8)

where Q

⇤ is the operator that multiplies by the conjugate of the probe w and merges all the
frames zi onto the image  . Q is the operator which splits an image into frames and multiplies
each frame by a probe. (Q⇤

Q)�1 is a normalization factor. The linear projection operator PQ

can be expressed as:
PQ = Q(Q⇤

Q)�1
Q

⇤
, (9)

In the alternating projection algorithm, the approximation to the solutions of (7) and (6) are
updated by:

z

(`+1) = [PQPF ] z(`)

 

(`+1) = (Q⇤
Q)�1

Q

⇤
z

(`+1)
.

Here  (`)
, z

(`) are the running estimate of  ̂, ẑ = Q ̂. A number of di↵rent algorithms has been
proposed, a few examples are given in Tab. 2, with � 2 [0, 1] is a relaxation parameter. Very
recently, an alternating direction method (ADM) designed to work with a special augmented
Lagrangian function. This function is minimized by applying a block coordinate descent scheme
(or alternating search directions) to construct a feasible solution to the phase retrieval problem.

projection algorithm updating formula z

(`+1) =
Alternating Projection [11] [PQPF ] z(`)

HIO [11] [PFPQ + (I � PF )(I � �PQ)] z(`)

Di↵erence Map [12] [PQPF + (I � PQ)(I � �PF )] z(`)

RAAR[13] [2�PQPF + (1 � 2�)PF + �(PQ � I)] z(`)

Table 1: Popular fix-point algorithms used in phase retrieval

The error metrics "F , "q used to monitor progress are:

kyk"F
⇣
z

(`)
⌘

=
���[PF � I] z(`)

��� , (10)

kyk"Q
⇣
z

(`)
⌘

=
���[PQ � I] z(`)

��� , (11)
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CONCLUSIONS

•Experiments in photon science are very diverse

•Sparse modeling is a powerful method to extract 
information from noisy data

•High frame rate enables to achieve higher SNR or 
resolution: imaging of samples previously impossible

•Phase retrieval remains an open issue
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